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About This Game

Hello, and welcome to Sunny Mornings™!
We hope you Sir/Madam are having a wonderful morning in the accommodations we arranged for you!

This will be your new home, and base of operations, for the remaining week.
Just keep doing what you do, working those sales pitches, and everything will work out.

See ya! And have a sunny life!™

CENTRAL OF SALES OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT

Talk to Strangers is a short game of everyday survival. Survive door to door conversations ranging from bizarre to mundane
(in this order) while trying to sell products to strangers. But beware: nothing is what it seems in this neighborhood.

Work for Sunny Morning™ and sell products of the most varied natures!
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What kinds of products, you ask? Do not worry about it, your role is only to sell them. :)

Put your small talk to good use: Each step of the conversation can increase or decrease your Rage, Depression and
SALES!

Manage your money: Balance your spending between Motel daily costs and items that help you deal with Rage and
Depression.

Small decisions, many fates: there are 20 different endings in the game!
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Title: Talk to Strangers
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Post Mortem Pixels
Publisher:
Post Mortem Pixels
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Celeron 2.5ghz or equivalent

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.0 Support and 256 MB of RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x720 minimum resolution

English
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Nice little game love the simplicity of it, playabilty let down by the fact that there is no save option so unable to pick up where
you left off. Urggh!. Don't believe the press. This one is as addictive as they get!

Granted the thrill of discovery wears off after freeing the second or third continent, but until then there are few games better at
scratching your itch for platforming exploration and a unique setting than this one.

Recommended!. Just♥♥♥♥♥♥from an unfriendly developer.. very good train set. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=w5OfIkr0sAc&list=UUaVUKyqqEjfnjEV2IZd0uiA

This game really isn't that good. Check out why in the video.. Great Mecha game. if you like mechs and rpg hack N slash types
you should like this. worth the money. their are some issues that i hope they patch but nothing game breaking as i can see yet..
Another game I desperately wanted to like. It's enjoyable with plenty of voice acting that is good for the most part. The puzzles
and hidden objects scenes aren't high res but are challenging and interesting. The game mechanics where each character has a
job to do .... journal for Mom, tools for Dad, a magical item that sees the past for the daughter, and special googles that allow
the son to see otherwise invisible interactive areas, make the game a little more unique for the genre. The story splits and has
different chapters for each character as well, which makes it unusual.
Now the bad.
It's only about 90 minutes long. The introduction cut-scene that introduces the game, has almost nothing to do with it's content.
The low res graphics, that are passable, made me think I was playing a game over 10 years old, but I was shocked to find out it
was released in 2014. The version of the game on Steam is missing the entire final chapter, which explains why it feels
unfinished. The ending is abrupt, with no pay-off ... it just fades to black with "game over" just as things were starting to get
interesting!
The game isn't expensive and it's not a bad game, but even cheap, I can't in good conscience recommend an unfinished product
that is only just over an hour long (if you are experienced with the genre.). Major Game breaking glitches
Historical Entry Draft is completely missing or broken (This has been in since the start when the game was realesed and still has
not been fixed, due to the devs not caring or having no clue how to fix it.
Custom League is a complete\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665show
Very limited options to edit the leagues with commissioner mode
And unless you have an amazing cumputor the game game runs extrememly slow and can be unbarable even with only the NHL
and AHL leagues activated
The Devs have stopped updating the game.
Do not buy. A game-breaking bug results in levels not progressing even after completion. This was reported in the discussions
over a year ago, and there has been absolutely no developer contact.. An awesome game about a girl named Lux trying to find
her parents after they disappeared. Fun collectibles. The human enemies are pure evil so I can say I love shooting them. \u2665
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Only runs in full screen, offers no way to change this, or the monitor it's running on.
Sadly my main monitor is 43" 4K, making it a massive headache to play.. IT'S FINALLY ON STEAM!. Planets Under Attack
is a nice take on the swarming type strategy genre. I really enjoyed my time with it until i got close to halfway through. At this
point the game becomes stupidly difficult even on the lowest difficulty levels. I was forced to give up on the game because of
this, and a quick seach of the internet indicates that I'm not alone. The developers say they lacked any outside play testing which
ended up in them ramping up the difficulty because they, themselves, found the game too easy. Most indie studios do end up
making rookie mistakes that lower the quality of their game. It just so happens in this case that it completely ruins the game
altogether. There is no way i can recommend this game to anyone based on this. Unless you're some strategy genius, or are
willing to put in 10s of hours into the game to figure out the perfect strategies, you'll just be wasting your time on a game that
you'll never be able to complete, let alone enjoy. Game runs well. If your a fan of the series you will like this one.. Absolutely
not. I got it expecting a certain kind of game from the screenshots and video, and instead I got something else entirely with
terrible floaty controls with a difficulty that goes from zero to no seemingly at random.

Maybe you'll like it. I did not. It's less Dies The Fire and more arcade-style Mad Max, so keep that in mind. I got my refund..
Hard as trying to eat a brick wall; if you can't beat it I bet everyone else did.. cool
drawing is fun
yee
fun

New update (build 175) and announcements!:

Major improvements and changes:. First game update! (build 165):
Good morning sellers!

Here are the notes of the first update:

- Changes in the system of "unlocking houses". Now after the player makes 2 different endings or survives all week, the houses
unlock ONE DAY before (except the Abyss). This results in greater flexibility at the beginning of the game and possibly less
sensation of repetition.
- Reduced the number of finals needed to unlock the achievement '' Veni, vidi, perdidi '' for 5. We made 20 different finals to
create a more interesting narrative, with surprises (and jokes) for the player, not to force anyone to play.
- Changes in the night sprites of the "Loud House".
- Improved sound of the "Sunny Ball" Item (important).
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- Solved problem where some players could not download the game on Linux and Mac.
- Fixed bug where the bottom of the Abyss did not animate.
- Some typos and text adjustments.

If you find any problems, please report on the forum.

Thanks for everyone who has played the game! :)

See ya! And have a sunny life!™. New update (build 167)::
New update (build 167):

- Item "Daylight Saving Time" now costs $9.
- Fixed bugs related to the Daylight Saving Time item.
- You can look for Items in the Trashcan of the square at any time of the day now (before it only worked late in the afternoon
onwards).
- Some minor improvements to the interface.
- Some typos corrected in Portuguese.
- Fixed a bug on the Depression screen, where the player would return to the title screen instead of the Motel (thank you,
Calibre Lordal!).

Thanks to everyone who has played the game! :)

See ya! And have a sunny life!™. More about the game!:
Hello!

Talk to Strangers is based / inspired / spiritual successor to another game called "Don't Talk to Strangers". "Don't Talk" was
made during the Stencyl Game Jam 2016 and we were impressed by the positive feedback from the players. Inspired by this
positive feedback we decided to invest in the ideas and mechanics developed in it, as well as expand on those ideas!
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That's how Talk to Strangers was born! But instead of playing as child knocking from door to door begging for candy, you play
as a salesman trying to sell products from house to house.
In fact, for those who have played Do not Talk, this new game is happening in the same city! Even with characters appearing
again!
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For those who have not played Don't Talk to Strangers, it's available for free here (for all platforms):
  Don't Talk to Strangers on itchio [postmortempixels.itch.io]

Talk to Strangers is also the first Post Mortem Pixels game made in conjunction with other artists / designers:
Luis Felipe Garrocho (design, writing and original idea), Ricardo Tokumoto (Art Direction and Pixel art), Daniel Pinheiro Lima
(Pixel art, animation and writing). In addition to the songs of Rafael Assunção, who created the NEXT JUMP OST! :)

If you have any questions about the game, just ask!
Thank you!
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